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Survey area selection: still a methodological problem in 
quantitative LL research…

• Blackwood (2015:41):

"It is challenging to the point of being unfeasible to 
survey an entire city or town"

Yet, "the choice of a survey area [for LL research] 
remains problematic."

"For those undertaking quantitative LL research, 
[survey area selection] is [a] point that has been 
raised but not addressed in any definitive kind of 
way…"



Methodological issues in QUANT LL research…

… can partly be resolved by embracing the idea that QUANT

LL research is in fact a variationist sociolinguistic 
enterprise.



Quantitative LL research

[B]y a quantitative approach, we refer not only to the 
establishing of a clear survey area and the counting of signs, 
but also their careful coding along several matrices, including 
their function, distribution, language configuration, and 
frequency." (Blackwood 2015:39-40)

"In a quantitative-statistical perspective [on LL], what matters is 
the distribution of items, uses of languages, categories of 
designs and texts that unveil the relative impact of different 
structuration principles." (Ben-Rafael, Shohamy & Barni
2010:344)



Variationist sociolinguistics:

• Research goal: to explore the "inevitable" (Fasold 1990:223) 
interaction between choices of particular variants of linguistic 
'variables', and social forces and dynamics.

• This is done by studying the patterns of distributions of variants 
across certain (linguistic and social) contexts, by means of 
quantitative, statistical analysis.

• (Statistically) different distributions of variants across different 
contexts are regarded as scientifically and socially meaningful, and 
as conducive to detailed descriptive and, ultimately, explanatory 
statements about the very nature of the interaction between 
linguistic and social structure.

QUANT LL research ≙ VaLLS (variationist linguistic landscape study)



From QUANT LL research to VaLLS - what's the point?

• Clearer definition of the agenda: studying the (probabilistic) patterns of 
relations between linguistic variation/language choice and social context in 
the LL

• Access to a long-established and well-tested methodology and toolkit 
drawing on rigorous scientific principles and procedure:

– Principle of Accountability (Labov 1969) 
"[A]ny variable form (a member of a set of alternative ways of 'saying the same thing') should be 
reported with the proportion of cases in which the form did occur in the relevant environment, 
compared to the total number of cases in which it might have occurred" (Labov 1969:738)

"[Y]ou cannot simply study the variant forms that are new, interesting, unusual or non-standard […]. You 
must also study the forms with which such features vary in all the contexts in which either of them 
would have been possible." (Tagliamonte 2006:13)

– Count-all procedure (following from the Principle of Accountability)

– Clear guidelines  and standards for sampling, driven by the logic of 
hypothesis testing

– Statistical models of interactions of (dependent and independent) 
variables



Variationist design:

• What to count (unit of analysis)

• Where to count (sample)

> count all realizations of the unit of analysis (all variants of a variable) 
in the sample.



Variationist design:

• What to count (unit of analysis)

• Where to count (sample)

> hypothesis-driven stratified random/ judgment sampling

"In quantitative studies, the emphasis in sociolinguistics is […] on measuring differences, among 
speakers or groups of speakers, among situations or styles, and especially among occurrence rates of 
linguistic variables in various contexts" (Sankoff 2005: 1000).

"[T]he appropriate strategy is to ensure that as much as possible of the existing linguistic diversity in 
the community is represented in the sample. This is done by assuring that whatever auxiliary 
variables we suspect may be correlated with some aspect or other of linguistic variation, such as age, 
sex, place of birth, etc., are represented as fully as possible in the sample. To accomplish this, a 
stratified design is set up prior to sampling. The idea is to divide the population into a number of 
strata, each of which contains only individuals falling into a restricted range on one or more of the 
auxiliary variables. Thus, one stratum might contain all women of a certain age range born in a certain 
district. For each stratum, a sampling quota is fixed, and speakers falling into the stratum are sampled 
at random until the quota is filled" (Sankoff 2005: 1001).



Smith Island, Maryland (USA)

 Smith Island

Maps: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/docs/refmaps.html



Glide-fronting of /aʊ/ in Smith Island dialect 
(Schilling-Estes and Wolfram 1999, Soukup 2007)
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… studying dialect concentration patterns.

Smith Island: sample stratified according to speakers' age and gender:

Generation I Generation II Generation III Generation IV

Females 2 4 6 5

Males 4 4 4 3

> hypothesis-driven stratified random/ judgment sampling
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VaLLS design in the example of ELLViA

"English in the linguistic landscape of Vienna, Austria"

> hypotheses about the distributional patterns of English 
language use in the Viennese LL

ELLViA: English usage rates correlate with sign-readers' (!)

- Age

- Degree of multilingualism

- Tourist status

- Commercial activity



VaLLS design in the example of ELLViA

Underlying assumption: signs are i.a. addressed to (i.e. a dialog 
with) the local population. Therefore, the make-up of the local 
population bears an effect on language choice on signs.

> cf. an interactional sociolinguistic model of communication as 
a dialog 

(Bakhtin 1986[1952-53]; Erickson 1986; Goffman 1981;  
Gumperz 1982)



"English in the linguistic landscape of Vienna, Austria"

> hypotheses about the distributional patterns of English language use 
in the Viennese LL

ELLViA: English usage rates correlate with sign-readers' (!)

- Age

- Degree of multilingualism

- Tourist status

- Commercial activity

> hypothesis-driven stratified judgment sampling:

-> 12 streets in 6 districts (2 each)

VaLLS design (sampling) in the example of ELLViA



"English in the linguistic landscape of Vienna, Austria"

> hypotheses about the distributional patterns of English language use 
in the Viennese LL

ELLViA: English usage rates correlate with sign-readers' (!)

- Age

- Degree of multilingualism

- Tourist status

- Commercial activity

> hypothesis-driven stratified judgment sampling:

Residents' age Residents' multilingualism Number of tourists

young old high low high low

Comm. street 1 1 1 1 1 1

Resid. street 1 1 1 1 1 1

VaLLS design (sampling) in the example of ELLViA



"English in the linguistic landscape of Vienna, Austria"

> hypotheses about the distributional patterns of English language use 
in the Viennese LL

ELLViA: English usage rates correlate with sign-readers' (!)

- Age

- Degree of multilingualism

- Tourist status

- Commercial activity

> hypothesis-driven stratified judgment sampling:

Residents' age Residents' multilingualism Number of tourists

young old high low high low

Comm. street 400m 400m 400m 400m 400m 400m

Resid. street 400m 400m 400m 400m 400m 400m

VaLLS design (sampling) in the example of ELLViA



The ELLViA districts

adapted from: Statistik Austria – Volkszählung: Hauptergebnisse I – Wien (2003), online









Selection of streets within the districts

"English in the linguistic landscape of Vienna, Austria"

> hypotheses about the distributional patterns of English language 
use in the Viennese LL

ELLViA: English usage rates correlate with sign-readers' (!)

- Age

- Degree of multilingualism

- Tourist status

- Commercial activity

> For each district, one commercial street and one residential street 
was selected.



Selection of streets within the districts

• For each district, one commercial street and one residential street

• Survey area = approx. 200m

• Street length = min. 250m

• Completely lined with buildings (no parks or squares)



Selection of streets within the districts (1): Commercial streets
Data sources:

- Herold Inc. (Yellow Pages): # of entries for businesses per street

- Vienna City Government: street lengths



Selection of streets within the districts (2): Residential streets

• Herold Inc. (Yellow Pages): # of entries for businesses per street > 
lower end (fewest business per street m)

• Vienna City Government /Statistik Austria: 
"Zählbezirke" (Census district) demographics



The 16th district – ELLViA streets

Map source: http://sindre.at/wienmap/

10



16th district -
Survey area selection in the residential street:

Full length measurement

Source: https://www.wien.gv.at/stadtplan/

272m



16th district -
Survey area selection in the residential street:

Midpoint measurement

Source: https://www.wien.gv.at/stadtplan/

136m



16th district -
Survey area selection in the residential street:

100m left/right of midpoint

Source: https://www.wien.gv.at/stadtplan/

200m



16th district -
Survey area selection in the residential street:

Adjusted for full buildings; final length of survey area: 205m

Source: https://www.wien.gv.at/stadtplan/

205m



The final ELLViA sample

• 6 districts

• 12 survey areas

• 4.88 km of streets total

• 215 buildings

• Count-all procedure yields a corpus of 17.214 LL 'items' (signs)

= 3-4 items per meter

• 423 hours of fieldwork (team of 2)* over 6 months
(April-September 2015)

* with many thanks to my student assistant Kathrin Dolmanitz!



…some (descriptive) results…

N of LL items N of LL items 
per 100m

% of LL items 
per 100m

Commercial 
streets 14,099 582 82%

Residential 
streets 3,115 127 18%

Total 17,214 353 100%



…some (descriptive) results…

N of LL items N of stickers N of graffiti

Commercial streets 14,099 657 187

Residential streets 3,115 254 346

Total 17,214 911 533

N of stickers 
per 100m

N of graffiti 
per 100m

% stickers in
all LL items
per 100m

% graffiti in all 
LL items per 

100m

Commercial 
streets 27 8 5% 1%

Residential 
streets 10 14 8% 11%

Total 19 11 5% 3%



N of stickers per 
100m

N of graffiti per 
100m

1st district: + tourists 22 6

8th district: + young people 54 24

16th district: + multilingual 11 10

18th district: - tourists 5 9

19th district: +old people 7 6

21st district: - multilingual 11 11

8th district commercial 74 15

8th district residential 36 33

…some (descriptive) results…



N of stickers per 
100m

N of graffiti per 
100m

1st district: + tourists 22 6

8th district: + young people 54 24

16th district: + multilingual 11 10

18th district: - tourists 5 9

19th district: +old people 7 6

21st district: - multilingual 11 11

8th district commercial 74 15

8th district residential 36 33

All commercial streets 27 8

All residential streets 10 14

…some (descriptive) results…



Further relationships to be (statistically) explored

• … language choice!...

• …and its distributional patterns regarding contextual variables on the 

– Physical Level, such as 

• Item size

• Application form of the text

• Materiality of the item

• Movability

• Semiotic mode

– Discourse Level, such as 
• Context frame
• Communicative Function
• Authorship
• Field

(see Amos & Soukup 2016)



The upshot of the discussion

• The quantitative approach to LL study is better specified and conceived as a 

variationist approach (VaLLS)

• This specification bears important benefits for rigorous data collection and 

analysis in LL research

• Under conditions of a count-all procedure and hypothesis-driven stratified 

sampling, the variationist approach allows for normalization of data and 

subsequent application of statistical modeling to explore distributional 

patterns regarding linguistic and contextual variables

• VaLLS does  not preclude qualitative analysis; it may rather be "a prerequisite 

for LL research which seeks to describe and analyse a given space. [… A] 

symbiotic  approach, where the quantitative and qualitative approaches feed 

into one another, is an ideal modus operandi " (Blackwood 2015:40).

• The full potential of quantitative LL research has not been realized yet. VaLLS

is an important, rigorous, and as yet vastly underexploited avenue and toolkit 

for the discovery of patterns that goes far beyond only "counting signs".
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